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1. New Features and Improvements 
 
ipSCAPE is proud to present a set of new features and improvements to enhance the user 
experience for our customers. If you need any further information, please contact with our Customer 
Support Team or your Account Manager.       
 

Description Component 

Ability to transfer a Chat session to another Agent 
 
The webchat module is now supporting the ability for an agent to 
transfer a chat session to another agent with the right skills to handle 
the interaction. 

Agent Toolbar 

Improved Leads Module 
 
A Leads anagement module has been updated, introducing a better 
user experience to upload, map and validate lead lists. 
 

Workspace 

Lead List and Lead Details API’s improved to include additional 
information 
 
The API endpoints /lead/readleaddetails and /lead/readleadslist now 
contain the detailed information from every predictive dial attempt to 
your leads. 

API 

 
Plus other minor improvements. 

2. Bug fixes 
A variety of bug fixes were introduced in this new version. For more information, please contact 
our Customer Support Team.     
 

Description Component 

Fixed an issue where reports failed to download if the name contains 
special characters 
 
This issue occurred if the report title contained any special characters 
e.g.? or / 

Live Reports 

Fixed an issue where the User Roles were not being saved when 
creating a new user 
 
User roles applied to a new user profile are not saving correctly when an 
organisation uses multiple hierarchies of User Roles.| 

Workspace 

Fixed an issue where the time zone mapping in the Leads module 
were not properly handling the “ACT” state 
 
This Issue occurred with list loading and state mapping. Leads where the 
state is = ACT and the Timezone is selected as Australia/Sydney. The 
number field was not being formatted to a valid number which 
prevented clients from loading leads. 

Workspace 

 
Plus other minor bug fixes. 


